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Introduction
The main advantage of laser direct-writing (LDW) lithography is the possibility of obtaining sub-micrometer resolution inscription of a pattern by means of an inexpensive procedure.
Maskless lithography provides an alternative for rapid PIC prototype fabrication without the mask manufacturing extra cost of standard lithography.
In this work, we present our first results of UV LDW waveguide designs written in a silicon nitride platform. The general outline of this project is to explore the feasibility of developing
a standard procedure for UV LDW of photonic waveguides in a Si3N4 platform using the available cleanroom facilities.

Fabrication process in SiN platform

Lithography

• The wafers were composed of three-layers: a silicon substrate, a buried layer of
SiO2, and a top layer of Si3N4.

• The PR was exposed employing laser direct-writing lithography using a commercial
Heidelberg machine:

• LDW lithography was applied to define a photoresist (PR) mask layer over the
silicon nitride without the need of a physical mask.

• It was used positive photoresist AZ 1518:
• Calibration structures were exposed repeatedly over the wafer with different setups of the
exposition parameters:
o Energy (set in terms of the percentage of the maximum energy)
o DeFOC (focus deviation from the default lens position)

Fig. 2 – Calibration structures. (a) Layout in GDSII format (vertical lines). The black lines
with arrows corresponds to the SEM cuts illustrated in Fig. 3. (b) Vertical lines after
exposing and developing the PR.

Etching
Fig. 1 – Schematic of the fabrication process in silicon nitride platform. 1) Exposure the
PR with LDW lithography; 2) develop the PR; 3) Etch silicon nitride with RIE attack; 4)
Remove PR.

The selective SiN etching process was performed with the Oxford Plasmalab 80plus
reactive-ion etching (RIE) equipment:
o The samples were etched for 90 seconds (SiN attack rate of 4.5 nm/s)

Results and Discussions
• The fabricated waveguide has trapezoidal section with an angle of (80 ± 3)° measured
from the horizontal surface.
• The width of the waveguide is approximately 50 nm less than the design value at the
waveguide base, while at the top the difference increases to 200 nm.
• These inaccuracies become the opposite when the gap values between waveguides are
considered.
• This effect can be compensated using a spot correction when the digital designs are
transferred to the equipment.
Photonic circuits were designed and fabricated using the three-layer wafer. Y-branch
splitters were designed and fabricated with 1500 nm wide waveguides and Bezier-type
bends with a gradual curvature variation and a minimum radius of 80 μm.

Figure 3: SEM images of the fabricated silicon nitride structures. Designed lines of (a) 1.2 μm
separated by 800nm and (b) 1 μm separated by 800 nm. (c-d) Cross-section of the
waveguides and the three layers stack plus PR.

Figure 4: Optical micrograph of the fabricated Y-branch splitter base on silicon nitride platform.
The inset shows an optical zoom of the split zone.

Conclusions
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